We study perturbative amplitudes in a large class of theories obtained by marginal deformations of the N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills. We find that planar amplitudes in the deformed theories are closely related to planar amplitudes in the original N = 4 SYM. For some classes of deformations the amplitudes essentially coincide with the N = 4 amplitudes to all orders in planar perturbation theory. For more general classes of marginal deformations, the equivalence holds at up to four loops, and at five loops it is likely to break down. This implies that the iterative structure of planar MHV amplitudes recently discovered by Bern, Dixon and Smirnov in [1] for the N = 4 theory also manifests itself in a wider class of theories.
Introduction
The last two years have seen a remarkable progress in developing new conceptual and calculational approaches to compute perturbative on-shell scattering amplitudes in gauge theory. Witten has proposed a duality between the maximally supersymmetric N = 4 Yang-Mills theory and a twistor string theory [2] . This has stimulated wide-ranging progress in investigating scattering amplitudes in gauge theory at tree level and one-loop level, ranging from QCD to the N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills, and using novel manifestly on-shell approaches -the MHV rules + generalized unitarity [3, 4] , and the on-shell recursion relations [5, 6] . For a summary of recent developments one can consult on-line talks in [7] .
One of the few exciting recent developments is the remarkable proposal of Bern, Dixon and Smirnov [1] which applies to amplitudes in the N = 4 superconformal Yang-Mills theory. This proposal results in the formula which determines the structure of all n-point planar MHV amplitudes to all orders in perturbation theory. It follows that planar MHV amplitudes in the superconformal N = 4 Yang-Mills have an iterative structure, such that the kinematic dependence of all higher-loop MHV amplitudes can be determined from the known one-loop results. The main motivation of the present paper is to study how this result can be carried over to a wider family of gauge theories obtained by deformations of the N = 4 Yang-Mills. We will be mostly interested in the marginal deformations of the N = 4 studied earlier in [8, 9, 10] and we will also mention some known results about orbifolds derived in [11] .
The proposal made in [1] results in an exponentiated ansatz which predicts the finite part of n-point planar MHV amplitudes in the superconformal N = 4 Yang-Mills to all orders in planar perturbation theory. The form of this ansatz is largely dictated by explicit three-loop calculations of four-point amplitudes carried out in [1] , and is also based on earlier work [12, 13, 14, 15] . Importantly, it is also consistent with known results about exponentiation of IR divergencies [16, 17, 18] in a generic massless gauge theory. N = 4 SYM in the conformal phase is in many respects a special theory: as a field theory it is maximally supersymmetric, conformal and SL(2, Z) self-dual. It also has a dual string theory description [19, 20] provided by the AdS/CFT correspondence. From the perspective of the on-shell amplitudes it is not clear at present which of these features (if any) are responsible for the iterative structure uncovered in [1] . This makes it particularly interesting to investigate the amplitudes in theories related to the N = 4 SYM but with lower degree of symmetry.
There are at least two distinct ways of deforming the N = 4 superconformal Yang-Mills theory to obtain another gauge theory with a lower degree of (super)-symmetry. One class of interesting deformations is the orbifold projection [11] of the N = 4 SYM. Orbifolding involves imposing a discrete projection operator on the parent N = 4 theory. This procedure modifies the field content of the theory: only the fields which are invariant under a discrete symmetry subgroup of the original theory are retained and other fields are projected out. Deformations of the N = 4 SYM by orbifolding reduces the amount of supersymmetry in the daughter theory to N = 2, N = 1 or N = 0. Remarkably, it was shown in [11] that in the large N limit the parent and the daughter theories are perturbatively equivalent 1 . This implies that planar perturbative amplitudes in the orbifold projections of N = 4 have exactly the same iterative structure as the one uncovered in [1] for N = 4.
The second way of modifying N = 4 in a non-trivial way is to deform it by adding marginal deformations [8, 9] to the Lagrangian. This leads to a conformally invariant theory with a lower N = 1 supersymmetry. The marginal deformations provide a much richer structure of deformed theories compared to orbifold projections. There is now a continuous family of deformations and the original N = 4 SYM corresponds a point on the moduli space of the deformed theories [8] . In this paper we will investigate relations between planar amplitudes in the N = 4 and in its marginal deformations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we collect some known facts about the N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills and its marginal β-deformations. In Section 3 we discuss a special class of such deformations, which is characterized by a real deformation parameter β = β R . In the large N limit these β R -deformations form a one-real-parameter family of N = 1 conformal gauge theories. We prove that all planar amplitudes in these theories are equal to the corresponding amplitudes in the original N = 4 theory (times an overall phase factor which we determine). The proof holds to all orders in planar perturbation theory and applies to all amplitudes (MHV and non-MHV and for any number of external legs). This implies that the iterative structure of N = 4 amplitudes [1] is carried over to the family of theories deformed by β R . Section 3.1 first illustrates how this proof works for some specific diagrams, and in Section 3.2 we give a more abstract general proof of the planar equivalence using star-products.
In Section 4 we consider more general marginal deformations with deformation parameters being complex. We show that all planar amplitudes in the deformed theory match those in the N = 4 SYM up to and including the four-loop level. At five loops, however, we find a mismatch which very likely will result in a breakdown in the iterative structure of planar amplitudes in the general deformed theory at five loops and beyond.
We present our conclusions in Section 5.
Conformal deformations of N = 4 SYM
Our starting point is the N = 4 supersymmetric gauge theory. In terms of N = 1 superfields, the superpotential of the theory is
Here Φ's are three chiral superfields transforming in the adjoint representation of the gauge group. In components, the N = 4 Lagrangian reads:
where
and
We use A = 1, . . . , 4 and i, j, k = 1, . . . , 3, such that Φ i are the three complex scalar field components of the chiral superfields Φ i , and λ i are their fermionic superpartners. The fourth fermion λ 4 is the superpartner of the gluon. The SU(N) generators are normalised as Tr T a T b = δ ab .
We now turn to discuss marginal deformations of this theory. There is a 3-complexparameter family of such deformations which preserve N = 1 supersymmetry [8] . These deformations are described [9] , [8] by replacing (2.1) with the superpotential
At the classical level the deformations are marginal (since all operators in the component Lagrangian have classical mass dimension four) and the deformed theory is parameterized by four complex constants, h, h ′ , β, τ, with τ being the usual complexified gauge coupling.
At the quantum level, this deformation is not exactly marginal since the operators in (2.5) can develop anomalous dimensions. Using constraints of N = 1 supersymmetry, and the exact NSVZ beta function approach [23] , Leigh and Strassler [8] made an important observation. They showed that the deformation (2.5) is marginal at the quantum level subject to a single complex constraint on the four parameters, γ(h, h ′ , β, τ ) = 0. Here the function γ is the sum of the anomalous dimensions γ i of the three fields Φ i , so that γ = i=1,2,3 γ i . This constraint implies that there is a 3-complex-dimensional surface γ(h, h ′ , β, τ ) = 0 of conformally invariant N = 1 theories obtained by deforming N = 4 SYM.
In this paper we set h ′ = 0. In this case, the deformed theory preserves a global U(1) × U(1) symmetry,
where Φ i are chiral N = 1 superfields.
At present, the complete solution of the Leigh-Strassler constraint,
is unknown, i.e. the function γ = .7) is unknown beyond the two-loop order in perturbation theory [9] . One approach, followed in [24] , is to work to the leading order in perturbation theory in deformations, in which case γ is known. This motivated the authors of [24] to expand the e ±iπβ factors in (2.5) and to work to the first order in all deformations. We will follow a slightly different approach which does not require to expand the β-dependent factors. We will discuss a fixed-order in h and g perturbative treatment of general conformal deformations in Section 4.
But first we consider in Section 3 a restricted class of deformations which will allow us to work to all-orders in perturbation theory.
Planar amplitudes in real-β deformations
Here we restrict the general deformation (2.5) to the 'phase-deformation' previously considered also by Lunin and Maldacena in [10] . We set h = g, h ′ = 0 and keep β real, β = β R ∈ R. The deformation of the superpotential of the N = 4 theory then reads
This superpotential preserves the N = 1 supersymmetry of the original N = 4 SYM and leads to a theory with a global U(1) × U(1) symmetry (2.6). Less obvious is the fact that (3.1) describes an exactly marginal deformation of the theory in the limit of large number of colors. We claim that the planar perturbation theory of the deformed model is conformal, and the corresponding Leigh-Strassler constraint is satisfied at leading order in the N → ∞ limit. This claim will be verified below.
The main goal of this Section is to analyze scattering amplitudes of the theory deformed via (3.1) to all orders in planar perturbation theory, (and to all orders in β R ) and specifically compare them to the corresponding amplitudes in the original N = 4 SYM.
Lunin and Maldacena pointed out [10] that the deformation of the superpotential (3.1) can be viewed as arising from a new definition of the products between all fields in the
where f g is an ordinary product and (Q field 1 , Q field 2 ) are the U(1) 1 × U (1) 2 charges of the fields (f or g). The values of the charges for all fields are read from (2.6):
and for the conjugate fields (Φ i andλ i ) the charges are opposite.
For example, to calculate the star-product of three fields, Φ 1 * Φ 2 * Φ 3 , we first find
iπβ R since the charges of the composite field Φ 2 Φ 3 are (Q 1 , Q 2 ) = (0, 1), and as such cannot contribute to the last product. This implies
and confirms that the deformation of the superpotential Eq. (3.1) is induced by the starproduct (3.2) .
With the star-product (3.2), the component Lagrangian of the β R -deformed theory (3.1) immediately follows from (2.3), (2.4) . Only the third term in (2.3) and the last two terms in (2.4) change, such that in total we have Here we introduced the β R -deformed commutator of fields which is simply (3.9) and β ij is defined as
It is now easy to see which of the Feynman vertices are affected by β R . All β R -dependent four-scalar interactions are contained in the term
11) The first and second terms on the right hand side give the color-ordered Feynman vertex depicted in the first diagram in Figure 1 . The β R -independent third and fourth terms in 3.11) contribute to the first diagram in Figure 2 . The remaining four-scalar interactions in (3.8) are determined by (1/2) 
, and do not depend on β. All the β Rindependent φ 4 interactions are given by the three color-ordered vertices in Figure 2 .
The only remaining β R -dependent interactions are the Yukawa interactions -the last terms on the right hand side of Eq. (3.8) . They give color-ordered Feynman vertices depicted in the second and third diagrams in Figure 1 .
Planar amplitudes
Employing Feynman rules derived above we can make the following statements about scattering amplitudes in the β R -deformed theory.
1. Any Feynman vertex involving a gluon, g, or a gluino,λ 4 , λ 4 , is unmodified. These vertices plus the three scalar interactions in Figure 2 give the complete set of the β R -independent vertices.
2. Three vertices in Figure 1 are the only vertices which depend on the deformation parameter β R . For a Feynman diagram in the β R -deformed theory to agree with the corresponding diagram in the N = 4 SYM, it should either not contain these three types of vertices, or the phases introduced by these vertices should mutually cancel. Note that the phase depends on the order of the fields in the color-ordered vertices, for example the vertex of the type λ 1 λ 2 Φ 3 ∼ e iπβ 12 = e iπβ R while the vertex
3. All tree-level amplitudes in the deformed theory coincide with the corresponding amplitudes in the N = 4 theory up to a multiplicative constant factor. This constant depends only on the particle types in the external lines, and not on the internal structure of the diagram.
4. Tree-level and one-loop amplitudes with only gluons on the external lines are trivially identical to those in N = 4. This also applies to amplitudes with external g's,λ 4 's, and λ 4 's.
5. Beyond one-loop, non-planar diagrams of the β R -deformed theory in general can contain non-trivial phase factors which depend on the structure of internal lines of individual diagrams.
6.
A key point which we will prove below is that the total phase factor associated with any given planar amplitude is entirely determined by the external lines and does not depend on topologies and types of internal (loop) interactions. In other words, any planar loop amplitude in the β R -deformed theory is equal to the corresponding amplitude in the original N = 4 SYM times an overall external phase factor. In particular, this universal phase factor can be easily determined using star-products of external fields (as will be explained in Section 3.2), or it can also be read off the corresponding tree-level amplitude, if it is non-vanishing.
7. It also follows that MHV amplitudes to all orders in planar perturbation theory are proportional to the corresponding tree-level amplitudes. The β R -dependence of these planar all-orders amplitudes is entirely contained in the tree-level amplitude prefactor.
We start by considering planar multi-loop amplitudes with only gluons and gluinos:λ 4 and λ 4 on the external lines. From the comments above it follows that these amplitudes in the deformed theory should be the same as in the original N = 4.
To verify this statement we first consider such diagrams where the β R -phases are carried only by the 4-scalar interactions -the first vertex in Figure 1 . What distinguishes this vertex from the rest of 4-scalar vertices (of Figure 2) is that it is of the alternating i − j − i − j type (compared to the consecutive i − i − j − j structure of three vertices in Figure 2 ). This index structure of the four scalar vertices is illustrated in Figure 3 . It follows that only the β-dependent first vertex in Figure 3 corresponds to intersecting index-lines. In this sense the β R -dependent vertex is 'non-planar'. Since gluons cannot join together scalar fields of two different flavors, i and j, the first vertex can appear either an even number of times, or it must be accompanied by a nonplanar crossing. In planar diagrams, we can form closed planar chains of φ 4 interactions and discover that all the individual phases cancel each other leaving us with the N = 4 result.
Now we add diagrams with the β R -dependent Yukawa interactions. It can be shown that all individual phases will precisely cancel each other for planar amplitudes with external gluons, leaving behind the N = 4 expression. Instead of verifying this result on a diagram-by-diagram basis, in the following section 3.2 we will prove it in general Figure 4 : Example of a 2-loop diagram contributing to the four-gluon amplitude. Red dots denote two betaR-dependent Yukawa vertices. Their phases cancel and the total contribution is β R -independent.
using properties of star-products. But it may be instructive to first illustrate this phase cancellation with a simple example. Consider a 2-loop planar diagram with external gluons depicted in Figure 4 . There are two deformed Yukawa vertices in this diagram. The top vertex is λ 1 λ 2 Φ 3 ∼ ge iπβ 12 ∼ ge iπβ R , and the bottom vertex isλ 2λ1Φ3 ∼ ge
The two phase factors cancel each other and the diagram is β R -independent, as advertised. Discussion of general diagrams is deferred to Section 3.2.
When external lines include fields from Φ i supermultiplets, the phase-dependence will remain. Nevertheless, at planar level, this dependence can be completely fixed by the external lines configuration in the following way. For every n-point planar color-ordered amplitude A n write down a factor of Tr(F 1 * F 2 * . . . * F 3 ) where F i denote all external fields in A n
Then the β R -phase of the amplitude is equal to the [phase(β R )] of this star-product (see Section 3.2).
To illustrate this, we consider first two simple MHV planar amplitudes with four scalars, A 4 (Φ 1 , Φ 2 ,Φ 1 ,Φ 2 ) and A 4 (Φ 1 , Φ 2 ,Φ 2 ,Φ 1 ). The β R -dependence of the first amplitude is determined via:
and of the second, via:
Examples of diagrams contributing to these amplitudes are shown in Figure 5 . It is 
In the second amplitude, A 4 (Φ 1 , Φ 2 ,Φ 2 ,Φ 1 ) ∼ 1, the phases cancel. 
R , and the amplitude on the right,
easy to see that both β R -dependent Yukawa vertices contribute e iπβ R each for the first diagram, and e iπβ R times e −iπβ R for the second one. Hence,
and A 4 (Φ 1 , Φ 2 ,Φ 2 ,Φ 1 ) ∼ 1, in agreement with Eqs. (3.13),(3.14).
We can further consider Next-to-MHV amplitudes with six scalars, depicted in Figure 6 . The phase-factors associated with each of these diagrams are again in complete agreement with the general rule Eq. (3.12). Figure 7 : At tree level all vertices can be joined together into an effective vertex without changing the total β R -phase of the diagram. F 's denote generic component fields. We use the bar inF I to emphasize that this field has opposite Q-charges to the F I field on the other end of the internal propagator.
All-orders proof based on star-products
In this section we present a proof of the assertion that the β R -dependence of a planar amplitude, A n (F 1 , . . . , F n ), is entirely determined by the configuration of external fields F 1 , . . . F n via Eq. (3.12).
We will rely on the fact the real-β R deformation we are studying is equivalent to the deformation by the star-product Eq. (3.2). The fact that the loop structure of planar diagrams does not affect the total phase-factor induced by star-products, is a well-known result in quantum field theories formulated on noncommutative spaces, [25, 26, 27] .
2 However, the noncommutative product (3.2) which leads to the β R -deformed theory, is defined differently from the Moyal star-product used in noncommutativity hence the proofs of planar equivalence presented in [25, 26, 27] require a modification, which we now present.
Each color-ordered vertex in Feynman perturbation theory can be represented by the corresponding term in the classical Lagrangian, e.g. Tr(Φ j Φ iΦiΦj ), or Tr(λ i λ j Φ k ), or in general Tr(F 1 F 2 . . . F n ) where n is 3 or 4. In the β R -deformed theory, this expression involves star-products, Tr(F 1 * F 2 * . . . * F n ). Any two vertices connected by a propagator at tree-level can be represented by a single effective vertex, as shown in Figure 7 . By this we mean that the total phase factor of the connected tree diagram made out of these two vertices is equal to the phase factor of the effective vertex. Indeed, using the fact that each vertex V in Figure 7 has a vanishing total Q-charge and the associativity of the star-product, we have Figure 8 : Reduced planar loop diagram is given by the corresponding effective tree-level vertex with self-contraction. Planarity implies that none of the (external and internal) lines can intersect. Reduced diagram has the same β R -phase as the original Feynman diagram.
but since F I andF I have opposite U(1) charges, we have F I * F I = 1 F IFI ∼ 1 and this implies
Hence an arbitrary tree amplitude has a phase factor which can be read of the single effective vertex using the rule above. This verifies the statement in item (3) in the previous section.
Now we generalize to loops. Since a tree-level diagram can be reduced to an effective vertex, a loop diagram can be represented by such a vertex with self-contractions depicted in Figure 8 . A planar loop diagram must contain no intersecting lines. It is easy to see that each planar self-contraction can be removed without affecting the total β R -dependence of the diagram. This is because at the both ends of the self-contraction we have fields of the opposite charges, and these fields are positioned next to each other due to planarity, F I * F I ∼ 1. Hence the phase-dependence of each planar diagram can be read off an effective tree-level vertex in agreement with Eq. (3.12) . This completes the proof.
We conclude that all planar amplitudes in the β R -deformed theory are proportional to their N = 4 counterparts. Since, the N = 4 theory was finite, this implies the UVfiniteness (or conformal invariance) of the deformed theory in the planar limit.
It follows that the intriguing iterative structure of the planar MHV amplitudes in N = 4 superconformal Yang-Mills uncovered in Ref. [1] is carried over to the phasedeformed theory without modifications and to all orders in perturbation theory. For generic MHV planar amplitudes, the entire β R -dependence is contained in the tree-level prefactor.
More general conformal deformations
We now consider more general deformations of N = 4 which do not require β to be real.
A non-supersymmetric generalization
There is one simple class of extended deformations obtained by complexifying β R in the component Lagrangian (3.8) . The deformation parameter is now a complex-valued β
The Lagrangian takes the same form as in (3.8) , but the β-deformed commutators (3.9) are written in terms of complex β ij ,
We note that this theory (which can also be obtained by complexifying the star-product of component fields) is non-supersymmetric and is different from the N = 1 supersymmetric deformations 3 described by (2.5) with complex β. All the results of Section 3 including precise cancellation of β dependence in planar diagrams of gluons are carried over without modifications to this complexified family of deformations. Hence we conclude that there is a two-real-dimensional family of transformations of N = 4 which is nonsupersymmetric, but has exactly the same planar amplitudes as the N = 4 theory to all orders in perturbation theory.
N = 1 supersymmetric β-deformations
The second class of more general deformations of N = 4 is described by the superpotential
Here h and β are complex parameters, and β is given in (4.1). For a generic deformation (4.3) which preserves conformal invariance of the theory only at the classical level, it is pretty clear that the deformations will not cancel from planar diagrams -they are not simple phases after all. But there may exist a condition on the parameters h and β for which such cancellations do occur at least in the first few orders of perturbation theory. Can this condition be identical to the CFT constraint (2.7)?
The goal of this Section is to show that this is indeed the case, and that in the deformed theory all planar amplitudes with external gluons are equal to those in the N = 4 SYM up to a five-loop level. At five loops and beyond we expect that planar amplitudes in the two theories begin to differ.
The UV finiteness (or equivalently the conformal invariance) of the theory deformed by the superpotential
is guaranteed if the following condition [9] is satisfied
Here all Φ's transform in the adjoint representation and T R = N. The constraint (4.5) follows from the one-loop finiteness of the theory, but it also automatically guarantees the UV finiteness of the N = 1 theory at two-loop level [9] . Hence, (4.5) is the solution of the Leigh-Strassler CFT constraint (2.7) at the two-loop level.
Our superpotential (4.3) , corresponds to 4.6) and the two-loop CFT constraint (4.5) gives
In the planar approximation we neglect 1/N 2 terms and the constraint simplifies,
An important feature of the planar constraint (4.8) is that it does not depend on β R and, furthermore, for real β it collapses to |h| 2 = g 2 . This verifies at the two-loop level the fact that the real-β R -deformation is an exactly marginal deformation in the planar limit -in agreement with the more powerful all-orders discussion given earlier in Section 3. As a bonus, we also see that subleading in 1/N 2 terms in (4.7) (which do not affect planar diagrams) do in fact depend on β R .
We are now ready to concentrate on the amplitudes with external gluons in planar perturbation theory, which is the main subject of this Section. These amplitudes can be organized in a simple way using supergraph Feynman perturbation theory. The relevant Our goal is to determine the dependence of planar multi-loop amplitudes on the coupling constant parameters g, h and β in the deformed theory and to try to match it with the g-dependence of the undeformed N = 4 amplitudes using the CFT constraint (4.8) . To achieve this we do not need to consider interactions with the N = 1 vector multiplet, only the matter (anti)-chiral fields, Φ i ,Φ i , are relevant. This is because interactions with vectors depend only on the original coupling g and not on the deformation parameters β and h. Furthermore, gluons and gluinos λ 4 andλ 4 do not change the flavor i of matter superfields Φ i ,Φ i , hence they are irrelevant for the matching to N = 4.
Hence the relevant diagrams are the planar vacuum diagrams built solely from chiral Φ 1,2,3 and anti-chiralΦ 1,2,3 matter superfields using super-Feynman rules of Figure 9 . We will call them vacuum Φ-diagrams. To reproduce the actual amplitude in the full theory, internal and external vector superfields are supposed to be added in all possible ways to these effective vacuum Φ-diagrams. However, this would not affect the overall dependence on the deformation parameters h and β.
The simplest vacuum Φ-diagram with a non-trivial dependence on couplings occurs at the two-loop level and is shown in Figure 10 . After summing over all allowed flavors of Φ circulating in the loops, one easily finds that the total two-loop contribution is proportional to |h| 2 cosh(2πχ). The CFT constraint (4.8) guarantees that this matches precisely with the two-loop result in the undeformed N = 4 theory.
This two-loop matching could have been easily anticipated. The dependence of the amplitude in Figure 10 on h and β is the same as in the one-loop Φ-self-energy contributions shown in Figure 11 . The latter give rise to the one-loop anomalous dimension γ of
|h| 2 e 2πχ Figure 11 : Self-energy contributions at one loop involving deformed supergraph vertices. Total contribution of these two diagrams in the deformed theory is proportional to 2|h| 2 cosh(2πχ).
Φ. The planar CFT constraint (4.8) arises from matching γ in the deformed theory and to the N = 4 (where it vanishes). From Figure 11 we read the matching condition as 2|h| 2 cosh(2πχ) = 2g 2 which is precisely Eq. (4.8) .
From this analysis we conclude that we can drop all self-energy insertions into multiloop planar vacuum Φ-diagrams of the deformed theory -these insertions will always match with the N = 4 result. Hence, we will neglect diagrams which include bubbles as subdiagrams.
It is easy to see that one cannot form triangles using the Feynman rules in Figure  9 . Indeed, each holomorphic in Φ vertex can be connected only to an anti-holomorphic one. A triangle would necessarily involve two adjacent vertices of the same type. Having lost triangles and bubbles we turn to boxes as building blocks. The first vacuum diagram involving boxes (with no self-energy contractions) occurs only at the five-loop level. It is depicted in figure 12 . Summing over all allowed flavors in the loops in Figure 12 we can 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 0 0 1 1 Figure 12 : Planar vacuum Φ-diagrams without bubbles at five-loop level are made of boxes.
find the total dependence of the five-loop contribution on the deformation parameters. There is an overall factor of |h| 8 but the dependence on χ is not of the form cosh 4 (2πχ).
Hence the coupling constant dependence is not given simply by g 8 and this does not match with the five-loop amplitudes in the N = 4 theory.
One has to be a little more careful with this conclusion since the expression (4.8) is not an exact solution of the CFT constraint, and it does in general receive perturbative corrections. In perturbation theory we can treat of g 2 ∼ |h| 2 ≪ 1 and χ ∼ 1. Then we expect corrections on the right hand side of (4.8) suppressed by powers of g or h. One can in principle solve the corrected constraint in terms of h order by order in g and substitute this solution for h into the bare superpotential (4.3) . This would amount to fine-tuning the bare deformation order by order in g. It is this fine-tuned theory which has to be conformally invariant [9] . This fine-tuning is designed to force the anomalous dimensions and the beta-function vanish (thus removing UV-divergencies from planar amplitudes) via cancellations between diagrams with different numbers of loops. It is however unlikely that such cancellations can repair the χ-dependence of the finite parts of the n-point amplitudes with external gluons.
Conclusions
We have shown that there is a planar equivalence between perturbative amplitudes in the N = 4 theory and its various deformations.
This equivalence is perturbatively exact (i) for theories obtained from N = 4 by orbifold projections [11] ; (ii) for a one parameter family of marginal β R deformations considered in Section 3 and (iii) for complex non-supersymmetric deformations considered in Section 4.1. In all these cases, the remarkable iterative structure of planar MHV amplitudes proposed by Bern, Dixon and Smirnov for the N = 4 theory carries over without modifications.
For more general marginal deformations studied in Section 4 the planar equivalence holds for up to five loops where it (very likely) breaks down. This fact is intriguing for two reasons: one is that the planar equivalence with the N = 4 theory holds all the way to four loops. And second, is the fact that even the original N = 4 all-orders proposal of [1] was not checked explicitly beyond the three loop level.
Conformal invariance of the theory is likely to play a role in explaining the underlying principles behind the iterative structure of MHV amplitudes [1] . However on its own conformal invariance does not appear to be a sufficient reason for this behavior. It is tempting to speculate that the transformation properties of the deformed theories under the SL(2, Z) as well as the AdS/CFT correspondence will also play a role.
